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ABSTRACT 
  

In the market electric bikes, cars and bicycles are growing day by day. On increasing demand of electric 

vehicle, efficiency and performance plays a very vital role and it depends upon the energy storage system of EV 

There are numerous brands of E-bikes emerging locally. Almost all the electric bike consists of BLDC (Brushless 

DC) gear motor; lead acid battery, a light weight chassis, Driver and a controller circuit. This paper deals with 

application of super capacitor in electric bike which will give a better performance when use with battery. Super-

capacitor modules are used to provide the high current required during starting period, and eventfully will help 

increasing lifespan of battery. There is also provision of pedaling system when the user wants to drive or pedal 

the E-Bike. This bike can be used for the workout purpose as well as transportation also. The alternator is used 

for charging the super capacitor which is coupled with pedal system as well as motor. When the super capacitor 

get fully charge, transfer switch will automatically get switched to battery for charging.  
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1. INTRODUCTION TO EV 

Electric vehicle plays a vital role in the energy and environmental impact of a increasing transportation which 

offers more energy efficient and less pollution over fuel vehicle. The use of electric vehicle increasing day by day 

because of its benefit. The performance of EV depends upon its storage system. Up to the 2012, only battery is used 

as a energy storage device. Because of the peak load demand, battery fails to complete the requirement. In the 

battery based energy storage system (ESS'S), power density of the battery needs to be high enough to meet the peak 

load demand. Although batteries are available, but they are costly. It is crucial to have an additional ESS or a buffer 

that is much more robust in handling the surge current.   In order to solve these problems, hybrid energy storage 

system has been proposed. The basic idea of an HESS to combine super capacitor and battery to achieve a better 

overall performance. Introduction of super capacitor not only reduces electric stresses but also meet vehicle power 

demand. It helps to achieve better performance as well as excellent control scheme during motor drive cycle. It also 

can reduce overall driving cost of the vehicle[1].  

By adding super capacitor module with battery  in EV ,following are the advantages which improves the 

performance efficiency of the EV. 

1) It improves vehicle acceleration. 

2) Reduction in cost and increases life cycle     

3) Environment eco-friendly 

4) Improvement in driving efficiency thereby increasing in driving range [2] 

 

2 ENEGERY STORAGE SYSTEMS 

It is well known that electrical energy cannot be stored in its ac form; it only can be stored in the dc form. Therefore, 

in power electronic systems the energy storage devices are concentrated on the dc link of the converters. Over the 

years, various indirect energy storage methods have been developed such as storing the energy as compressed air, 

heat, hydrogen or in rotating flywheels. 
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Fig 1. Energy storage system chart 

 

Most of these storage methods are not very efficient and much of the energy is lost in the process of 

converting the energy from its electrical form to a different one. Among the indirect energy storage devices, the 

flywheel appears as the most convenient and efficient one. Direct energy storage devices are those where the energy 

is stored without transforming the energy to a different type. These devices can be categorized into two: electrical 

and magnetic. In the case of storing the energy electrically, super capacitors are used and the energy is stored 

separating the electrical charge and storing it in the medium between electrodes. For the magnetic storage, the 

energy is stored on the magnetic field generated by a superconducting coil. The main problem of this storage 

method is that the current state of super conducting materials requires extremely low temperatures. This has the 

problem of working with cryogenic systems which adds to complexity and size to the storage system. Also, because 

of the extra complexity, magnetic storage devices or Superconducting Magnetic Energy Storage (SEMS), as they 

are known have higher costs. 

3 PROJECT OVERVIEW 

This project deals with parallel combination of Super capacitor and battery focusing on ride-through 

condition when this bikes initially accelerated from standstill position draws heavy current from the battery, 

leading to decrease in discharge time of the battery. To overcome this drawback, the hybrid electrical vehicle is 

utilizing power through super capacitor for initial acceleration thereafter when smooth torque is achieved by 

motor, it will switch to battery for further operation. In this project alternator is used for charging the super 

capacitor which is coupled with pedal system as well as motor. When the super capacitor get fully charge, 

transfer switch will automatically get switched to battery for charging. 

 

4 Propose Scheme 

The main focus is on the application of Super capacitor in ride through application. In this project we worked on 

parallel combination of Super capacitor and battery. The block diagram for proposed scheme is as shown in Figure 

2. The proposed scheme is based on the combined working of Super capacitors and battery. In this scheme, the 

BLDC motor is used as load. The operation of battery and Super capacitor is managed by controller. The total 

current to load is supplied from battery and Super capacitor depending upon the condition at load side. The 

controller acts as a switch between battery and super capacitors. Controller measured the parameters at load, Super 

capacitor and battery. The parameters such as load current, load voltage, super capacitors and battery current, 

voltage. All this data is feed to the controller and then it is controller to decide the action. 
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Fig 2. Basic Control Scheme 

 

There are two conditions in which controller will have to perform, first condition is normal or steady state 

condition and second condition is load or ride through condition. In this scheme, the value of load current is fixed to 

some a reference limit and is considered as a reference current. Iref. The main work of controller is to monitor the 

value of Iref and do the action accordingly. 

In this project we have design „Hybrid electric vehicle‟ which relies not only on electric power source drive 

but also on paddling system. Hybrid electric vehicle is comprises of batteries, super capacitor, BLDC motor and a 

controller. Electric power is supplied by super capacitor and battery. The basic design consists of a dc power source 

battery. The battery and super capacitor are connected to controller which fed power to a BLDC motor that works on 

DC. The motor is attached to the rear wheel of the two wheeler vehicle though gear and chain system. As the motor 

rotates the attached wheel rotates too, thus, leading to vehicle motion. 

E-bike available in market which utilizes battery as a only source of power, when this bikes initially 

accelerated from standstill position draws heavy current from the battery, leading to decrease in discharge time of the 

battery. To overcome this drawback, the hybrid electrical vehicle is utilizing power through super capacitor for initial 

acceleration thereafter when smooth torque is achieved by motor, it will switch to battery for further operation. In 

HEV, we can also use paddling system whenever we want; hence we are having a better workout option to keep one 

self-fit and healthy. Also generators are coupled with transmission system to generate the power to charge the Super 

capacitors and battery. 

5 MATLAB MODULE  

 

5.1 Simulation Circuit and Results of Hybrid Energy Storage  

 

Fig.3(a) Simulation diagram of complete hybrid energy storage system with load 
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As block diagram of the system explained in the previous chapter, from this we implemented the system 

design in MATLAB. In this, as the system comes in the working condition battery starts to supply power to the 

supercapacitor through DC-DC converter. To limit the charging and discharging level of battery and supercapacitor 

soc controller is introduced in the system with both. Further , inverter converts all the parameters in ac and fed to the 

permanent magnet synchronous motor and results are verified.  Hybrid energy storage system as well as manual 

acceleration given to the PMSM for efficient system output. Output speed of the PMSM fed to the fuel cell stack to 

produced chemical energy and convert it into electric energy and fed to the battery for charging battery. 

Here, 300 Vdc, 13.4 Ah Lion battery is used. We have designed Super capacitor of 1500F with 300Vdc 

supply. DC -DC converter is controlled by PWM converter for its switching. 300 Vdc supply given to the fuel cell 

stack Permanent magnet synchronous motor is of 1.7Nm,300Vdc,3750rpm. simulation has been done for 1 second 

to observe the performance of the Hybrid energy storage system. 

Below fig. shows the output result across the motor having performance of the motor with stator current, 

rotor speed, electromagnetic torque and acceleration respectively. Here, we can observe that speed of the motor and 

the acceleration given are in synchronism. 

 

Fig.3 (b)Output of PMSM motor 

5.2 Simulation circuit of Hybrid energy storage system using battery and supercapacitor 

Here, the modelling of hybrid energy storage system is designed ,Battery is used as a main energy source 

having the 300 Vdc supply and super capacitor is as a auxiliary supply having capacity of 1500 F.  Cuk type DC-DC 

converter is used to balance power between both the sources. Scope1 shows the results of battery with state of 

charge (soc), battery voltage, battery current ,connection between source and battery, connection between battery 

and load, power supplied by the battery.   Scope2 shows the results of super capacitor with state of charge (soc),  

voltage, super capacitor current ,connection between source and super capacitor, connection between super capacitor 

and load, power supplied by the super capacitor. 
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6 WORKING 

In this HEV two ways drive system is provided i.e. one is effortless electrical powered motor   drive another 

is a simple afforded peddling system.Two sources of power are provided to the BLDC motor one is through super 

capacitor and another is battery. 

In first condition, when motor is accelerated from its initial standstill position, motor draws heavy current 

from power source. During this condition power to the motor will be supplied through the super capacitor. In this 

condition, the battery is in charging mode. The supply provided to load is directly from Super capacitor. The 

equation for load current is given by Equation 

 
Fig.6(a)Simulation Diagram of Hybrid Energy Storage system 

 
Fig.6(c)Simulation Results of battery 
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Case - I : Operation of battery and Super capacitor during initial accelerating condition 

In this case the controller monitors the reference load current continuously. The load used is BLDC motor. 

Total power supplied to load is from super capacitor only 

 

Case –II : Operation of Battery and Super capacitor during ride through condition  

In second condition, after achieving smooth torque during initial acceleration of the motor, motor will be 

switch to the battery for power supply for further operation in this case super capacitors are in the charging mode The 

load used is BLDC motor. Total power supplied to load is from battery only 

Il=IB 

Now when the vehicle is running under constant parameters. Generator are provided which are 

coupled with drive system .This generator will be charging battery and super capacitor during operational 

running of vehicle and hence increasing discharging time of the battery. 

 

Fig.6(f) Simulation diagram of supercapacitor 

 

Fig.6(g)Simulation results of supercapacitor 
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Fig. 6(f) : Basic Schematic Diagram 

Following are the two cases which explains the operation HEV 

IL=Isc 

7 CONCLUSION 

 

 Maximum speed achieved by the HEV is 25 Km/hr 

 Charging time of battery observed is 3 hrs 

 Charging time of super capacitor observed is 60 seconds 

 Switching between battery and super capacitor with respect to different load conditions is achieved without 

any error. 

 Distance travelled by HEV in one charge is 100 km 

 Distance travelled when battery is acting alone as power source 80 km 

 Distance travelled when super capacitors acted alone as a source of power 20km according to condition 

HEV is a vehicle that uses two sources of power i.e. super capacitor and battery. For low power application 

battery is used whereas for high power application where power requirement is very high super capacitor is used. 

Thus HEV‟s both mode of operation occurs at their maximum efficiency. As this hybrid vehicle emits 0%  emission 

than normal vehicle it plays an important role for reducing pollution to certain extent without compromising with 

efficiency. Thus it is most efficient in urban areas mainly in high traffic where gasoline engines are least efficient as 

the energy from gasoline is being wasted away and creates pollution. 
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